Abstract. For the two Cartan type S subalgebras of the Witt algebra Wn, called Lie algebras of divergence-zero vector fields, we determine all module structures on the universal enveloping algebra of their Cartan subalgebra hn. We also give all submodules of these modules.
introduction
Throughout this paper, we denote by Z, Z * , Z + , N, C and C * the sets of all integers, nonzero integers, non-negative integers, positive integers, complex numbers and nonzero complex numbers, respectively. All vector spaces and algebras are over C. We denote by U (a) the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra a, and by a ′ the derived algebra.
Classification of simple modules is a natural question which arises when studying the representation theory of Lie algebras. Simple modules are, in some sense, building blocks for all other modules, and hence understanding them is important. But, the problem to classify all simple modules over nontrivial Lie algebras has been considered impossible, see Diximier's remark in [B] . However, because of its importance, the problem of construction of new families of modules attracted a lot of attention over the years. The most studied case seems to be the Virasoro algebra, where many different multi-parameter families of simple modules were constructed by various authors; see, for example, [OW] , [GLZ] , [LZ] , [LLZ] , [MZ1] , [MZ2] , [MW] and references therein.
Recently, a class of modules over sl n+1 and Witt algebras were constructed in [N2] and [TZ1] independently. These modules have free actions of the Cartan subalgebra are studied intensively. More precisely, in [N2] , Jonathan Nilsson classified the U (sl n+1 )-modules whose restrictions to U (h) are free modules of rank 1, and determined their submodules (h is the standard Cartan subalgebra of sl n+1 consisting of all traceless diagonal matrices). In [N3] , Jonathan Nilsson investigated the category of U (h)-free g-modules (where g is a finite-dimensional simple complex Lie algebra with a fixed Cartan subalgebra h), showing that U (h)-free modules only could exist when g is of type A or C, and classifying isomorphism classes of U (h)-free modules of rank 1 in type C, which includes an explicit construction of new simple sp(2n)-modules. In [TZ1] , a class of W n -modules Ω(Λ n , a) was defined, which turned to be (see [TZ2] ) all the possible W n -modules which are free U (h n )-modules of rank 1 (h n is the fixed Cartan subalgebra of W n ), where the simplicity of such modules was also completely decided.
Motivated by [N2] and [TZ2] , we intend to study such modules for the two Cartan type S Lie algebrasS n andS n , also called Lie algebras of divergence zero vector fields, and to determine their submodule structures, too.
First, let's recall the algebras. For any integer n : 2 ≤ n ≤ ∞, let
n ] be the algebra of Laurent polynomials over C in n variables t 1 , t 2 , · · · , t n . Then W n = Der(A n ) is the Witt algebra of rank n, elements of which are the vector fields:
There is a standard Cartan subalgebra h n = ⊕ n i=1 C∂ i of W n , where ∂ i = t i ∂ ∂t i , i = 1, · · ·, n. For r = (r 1 , · · ·, r n ) ∈ Z n , set t r = t r 1 1 t r 2 2 · · · t rn n . For later use, we set −1 = (−1, · · ·, −1) ∈ Z n and 0 = (0, · · ·, 0) ∈ Z n . The Lie brackets in W n are:
[t r ∂ i , t s ∂ j ] = s i t r+s ∂ j − r j t r+s ∂ i , ∀ i, j = 1, 2, · · · , n; r, s ∈ Z n .
Let div be the divergence, defined by ( [DZ] Page 147)
div is a derivation of W n with values in A n :
where the dot indicates the natural action of W n on A n . In view of the above equation,
is a subalgebra of W n ( [DZ] Page 147, whereS =S n ). This algebra is called the Lie algebra of divergence zero vector fields. The derived subalgebra ofS n :
The algebraS n is not simple, but its derived subalgebraS ′ n is simple, assuming only that n 2 ( [DZ] Page 145).
We have the classical divergence defined as follows:
Then we have the subalgebras
We know thatS ′ cl = t −1S′ n is simple when n 3 ( [DZ] Theorem 3.3); when n = 2, the Lie algebras t −1S′ 2 is not simple, but its derived algebra (t −1S′ 2 ) ′ is simple and has codimension 1 in t −1S′
2 . We refer to the simple Lie algebras (t −1S′ n ) ′ as the Lie algebras of generalized Cartan type S ( [DZ] Page 145, Page 150-152). SetS
Specifically, for n 3,
and for n = 2,
Note thatS n andS n are subalgebras of W n , and they share the Cartan subalgebra h n = ⊕ n i=1 C∂ i .
Next, let's introduce the modules defined in [TZ1] .
SinceS n andS n are subalgebras of W n , Ω(Λ n , a) can be seen asS nandS n -modules, which will still be denoted by Ω(Λ n , a) without causing confusion.
For any n, 2 ≤ n ≤ ∞, define a class ofS n -modules as follows:
, and ∂ i (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) act by left multiplication. We denote thisS n -module by Ω(Λ n , α).
It is straightforward to verify that the above action makes C[∂ 1 , · · ·, ∂ n ] into aS n -module. Very surprisingly, only theS n -modules Ω(Λ n , 0) is the restriction of Ω(Λ n , a) from W n , and theseS n -modules are parameterized by additional n constants. When n = 2, theS 2 -modules, Ω(Λ 2 , α) are also denoted by Ω(λ 1 , λ 2 , α 1 , α 2 ), with Λ 2 = (λ 1 , λ 2 ) ∈ (C * ) 2 and α = (α 1 , α 2 ) ∈ C 2 .
TheS n -modules Ω(Λ n , κ) is only the restriction of Ω(Λ n , a) from W n with κ = −(a + 1). Unlike the above case, these modules do not have more parameters.
The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first work out theS 2 -modules that are free U (h 2 )-modules of rank 1 (Theorem 2.6); then we picture clearly theS n -modules that are free U (h n )-modules of rank 1 (Theorem 2.13). These modules are exactly Ω(Λ n , α) for some
In Section 3, we first work out theS 2 -module structures on U (h 2 ) (Theorem 3.6); then we find out theS n -modules that are free U (h n )-modules of rank 1 (Theorem 3.12). These modules are exactly Ω(Λ n , κ) for some
2.S n -module structures on U (h n ) 2.1. The Virasoro-like algebra. The Virasoro-like algebra L is a Lie algebra with basis ( [WT] Page 4163)
and d 0,0 = 0 understandably. The derived subalgebra L ′ has the basis {d i,j | (i, j) ∈ Z 2 \ {(0, 0)}}, which is simple ( [K] Page 3762, [Z] Page 506, where V = L ′ ) and can be generated by
Page 298, 299)
and commutative algebra automorphisms
Note that definitions of deg i and σ i can be extended uniquely to
The Virasoro-like algebra L is a subalgebra of the Witt algebra W 2 , and we have that:
, and we'll not distinguish them in the following.
L -module structures on
Proof. Formula (2.1) follows from
Since the Lie algebra L ′ is generated by d 1,0 , d −1,0 , d 0,1 , d 0,−1 , by Lemma 2.1, the module structures on M are determined by
There are nonzero polynomials
Lemma 2.2.
, and the above equation falls into
where
Proof. Let
, and b k (h 1 ) must be constants, set b k (h 1 ) = µ k and we get it.
Lemma 2.4.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3 and the previous deductions we get
There must be
where a 0 (h 1 ) = 0. By (2.4), we get
in which the leading term in (
Thanks to Lemma 2.1, d i,j · 1 = 0, there is only one possible case. In fact, take the following case for example,
a contradiction, and this can never happen.
Each case is ruled out except
On the one hand,
and we get
Similarly, consider on the one hand,
on the other hand,
and we get (2.6)
By (2.5) and (2.6), let
2 , and the lemma holds.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.4 and Definition 1.
Consequently we have
Theorem 2.6. Let M be aS 2 -module which is a free U (h 2 )-module of rank 1, on whichS ′ 2 acts nontrivially.
the ideal of the polynomial algebra C[h 1 , h 1 ] generated by h 1 +α 1 and h 2 +α 2 . Ω ′ (λ 1 , λ 2 , α 1 , α 2 ) is a submodule considering (2.7). For the simplicity, we provide Theorem 2.7. Ω ′ (λ 1 , λ 2 , α 1 , α 2 ) is the unique irreducibleS 2 -submodule of Ω(λ 1 , λ 2 , α 1 , α 2 ), and
Proof. The isomorphism is immediate. For the irreducibility, take any nonzero
we see that h 1 + α 1 ∈ N . By replacing F (h 1 , h 2 ) with h 1 + α 1 in (2.8) we will get h 2 + α 2 ∈ N . In fact, Ω ′ (λ 1 , λ 2 , α 1 , α 2 ) is the unique nontrivial submodule, the uniqueness is clear by the proof of the irreducibility.
The simple module Ω ′ (λ 1 , λ 2 , α 1 , α 2 ) is completely determined by the quadruple (λ 1 , λ 2 , α 1 , α 2 ).
Proof. The sufficiency is evident. For the necessity, let
be an isomorphism between the twoS 2 -modules. Let's consider
letting ψ act on it and we get
Rewrite the previous equality
we see that
We remark that theS 2 -modules restricted from the W 2 -modules Ω(Λ 2 , a) stated in Theorem 9( [TZ2] ) exhaust all the L -modules Ω(λ 1 , λ 2 , 0, 0), where
2.3.S n -module structures on U (h n )(n 3). First, let's collect some basic facts forS n .
Fact 3.S n is generated by {∂ i , t i ∂ j , t
It is easy to see that Fact 3 follows from Fact 4, while Fact 4 can be established in a similar way as that of Lemma 3.11.
LetS ij be the subalgebra ofS n generated by
Note thatS ij =S ji , there are altogether n 2 such subalgebras inS n .
Fact 5.S ij ∼ = L , with the isomorphism:
For the simplicity, let I be a nonzero ideal ofS ′ n , by Fact 4, {S ′ ij | i, j ∈ {1, ·· ·, n}, i = j} generateS ′ n , then there must be someS
3 ≤ n ≤ ∞) be aS n -module with left multiplication action of h n , on whichS ′ n acts nontrivially. To get a clear picture of it, let's do some preparations.
and (r j t r ∂ i − r i t r ∂ j ) · 1 = 0.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.1.
For i, j ∈ {1, · · ·, n}, i = j, set
Lemma 2.11. For i, j ∈ {1, · · ·, n}, i = j, there exist λ i ∈ C * , α j ∈ C,such that
Proof. Note that n 3. By the isomorphism ϕ ij in Fact 5 and (2.7), with h 2 replaced by ∂ j , α 2 by α ij and λ 1 by λ ij , we get
Claim 1 α ij ∈ C. For arbitrary pairwise different i, j, k ∈ {1, · · ·, n}, set
from the last equality, we deduce that
, · · ·, n}, k = i, j, and α ij ∈ C. Claim 2 The S ij -actions on M are compatible. For
there must be α ij = α kj , which will be denoted by α j . Besides we also see that λ ij λ ki = λ ik λ kj ,
. To go on, let
and
we get λ ij λ jk λ ki = λ ik λ ji λ kj , so
= 1, and λ ik = λ ij , which will be denoted by λ i .
Lemma 2.12. For i, j ∈ {1, · · ·, n}, i = j, r = (r 1 , · · ·, r n ) ∈ Z n ,
The first equation is due to Lemma 2.10, while the second is true by Lemma 2.11 and Definition 1.
Consequently, Theorem 2.13. Let M be aS n -module which is a free U (h n )-module of rank 1, on whichS ′ n acts nontrivially.
. By similar discussions, we can prove that Theorem 2.14. Ω(Λ n , α) has a unique irreducible submodule Ω ′ (Λ n , α), and the quotient is C.
For i ∈ {1, · · ·, n}, set
The sufficiency is evident. For the necessity, let ψ : Ω ′ (Λ n , α)) → Ω ′ (Λ ′ n , α ′ ) be an isomorphism between the twoS n -modules. Let's consider
We also remark that when
3.S n -module structures on U (h n ) 3.1.S 2 -module structures on U (h 2 ). First, let's work on theS 2 -module structures on U (h 2 ). It's convenient to quote the following notations:
with a Cartan subalgebra h 2 = Ch 1 ⊕ Ch 2 , and the derived algebrā
whose brackets looks like
where r = (r 1 , r 2 ), r ′ = (r ′ 1 , r ′ 2 ) ∈ Z 2 with r, r ′ = (−1, −1), (−2, −2), and l 0,0 = h 1 − h 2 , while l −1,−1 = 0 understandably.
Let's consider theS 2 -module structures on M = U (h 2 ) · 1 ∼ = C[h 1 , h 2 ] that is a free U (h 2 )-module of rank 1, on whichS ′ 2 acts nontrivially. Note that S ′ 2 ∩ h 2 = C(h 1 − h 2 ) and S ′ 2 is simple, so a free U (h 2 )-module of rank 1 is naturally a module on which S ′ 2 acts nontrivially.
Lemma 3.1. For any f (h 1 , h 2 ) · 1 ∈ M , where r = (r 1 , r 2 ) ∈ Z 2 with r = (−1, −1), (−2, −2) we have
and l r · 1 = 0.
Straightforward calculations show thatS ′ 2 is generated by l ±1,0 , l 0,±1 , l −2,0 , l 0,−2 . By Lemma 3.1, theS 2 −module structures on M is determined by
There are polynomials
Calculate
compare the coefficients,
Thanks to (3.2), we have deg 1 f ±1,0 2. By similar discussions, we can prove deg 2 f 0,±1 2. Furthermore, we can get the following lemma:
note that deg 1 f n+1,−1 = deg 1 f n,−1 − 1, so there must be f n,1 = 0 for some n ∈ N, a contradiction.
note that deg 1 f −(n+1),0 = deg 1 f −n,0 − 1, so there must be f −n,0 = 0 for some n ∈ N(n 2), a contradiction, and deg 1 f ±1,0 = 1. Similarly, we can prove deg 2 f 0,±1 = 1.
Lemma 3.3.
Proof. According to Lemma 3.2 and equation (3.2), suppose
Theorem 3.4. We have
Proof. By Lemma 3.3,
we get 
Let's calculate
i.e., f −1,1 = −2eµ −1 (h 1 − κ), and
we get −κ + ι = 0, κ = ι, and
which can be written out as 3µ
from which it's not difficult to see that m = 1, and the above equation falls into 3µ
Similar discussions will show that
It is done letting λ 1 = µ and λ 2 = −e.
Lemma 3.5. For (r 1 , r 2 ) ∈ Z 2 with (r 1 , r 2 ) = (−1, −1), (−2, −2) we have
Proof. According to Theorem 3.4, this is true on the basic polynomials f 0,1 , f 0,−1 , f 1,0 , f −1,0 , f 0,−2 , f −2,0 corresponding to the generators, then Definition 2 assures it.
Consequently we have Theorem 3.6. Let M be aS 2 -module which is a free U (h 2 )-module of rank
the ideal of the polynomial algebra C[h 1 , h 2 ] generated by h 1 − κ and h 2 − κ. Ω ′ (Λ 2 , κ) is a submodule considering (3.4). For the simplicity, we provide Theorem 3.7. Ω ′ (Λ 2 , κ) is the unique irreducible submodule of Ω(Λ 2 , κ), and
Observing
we see that h 1 − κ ∈ N . Besides,
We also see that Ω ′ (Λ 2 , κ) is the unique nontrivial submodule, the uniqueness is clear by the proof of the irreducibility..
The simple module Ω ′ (Λ 2 , κ) is completely determined by the triple (Λ 2 , κ) = (λ 1 , λ 2 , κ).
Theorem 3.8. Let Λ 2 = (λ 1 , λ 2 ), Λ ′ 2 = (λ ′ 1 , λ ′ 2 ) ∈ (C * ) 2 , κ, κ ′ ∈ C. Then the simpleS 2 -modules Ω ′ (Λ 2 , κ) ∼ = Ω ′ (Λ ′ 2 , κ ′ ) if and only if λ 1 = λ ′ 1 , λ 2 = λ ′ 2 , κ = κ ′ .
be an isomorphism between the twoS 2 -modules. Let's consider 1 (ψ(h 2 − κ)) − ψ(h 2 − κ))(h 1 − κ ′ ) = (κ ′ − κ)ψ(h 2 − κ), we see that κ ′ − κ ∈ Z + , and κ − κ ′ ∈ Z + by symmetry, so κ ′ = κ, and ψ(h 2 − κ) ∈ C[h 2 ]. By similar discussions, we can show that ψ(h 1 − κ) ∈ C[h 1 ].
so (r j + 1)t r ∂ i − (r i + 1)t r ∂ j can be generated when ℓ(t r ) = 3. Suppose so (r j + 1)t r ∂ i − (r i + 1)t r ∂ j of length n can be generated.
Besides, it's inviting to see that l −2,−2 = −t
j ∂ j can be produced (which can never be achieved in a singleS ij ). Take t TheS n -module structures on M = U (h n ) · 1 are:
Theorem 3.12. Let M be aS n -module which is a free U (h n )-module of rank 1. Then M ∼ = Ω(Λ n , κ) for some Λ n ∈ (C * ) n , κ ∈ C.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.6, Lemma 3.9, Lemma 3.10 and Lemma 3.11.
Set Ω ′ (Λ n , κ) = ∂ 1 − κ, · · ·, ∂ n − κ , the ideal of the polynomial algebra C[∂ 1 , ∂ 2 , · · ·, ∂ n ] generated by {∂ i − κ | i = 1 · ··, n}. Ω ′ (Λ n , κ) is a submodule of Ω(Λ n , κ). By similar discussions, we can prove that Theorem 3.13. Let Λ n ∈ (C * ) n , κ ∈ C. Then Ω(Λ n , κ) has a unique irreducible submodule Ω ′ (Λ n , κ), and the quotient is C.
Theorem 3.14. Let Λ n , Λ ′ n ∈ (C * ) n , κ, κ ′ ∈ C. Then the simpleS n -modules Ω ′ (Λ n , κ) ∼ = Ω ′ (Λ ′ n , κ ′ ) if and only if Λ n = Λ ′ n , κ = κ ′ .
